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Shandong
were
to
terms
than
three
condemned
of
less
of
years.
prisoners
majority
to one
In Taishan,
for instance, the camp had 59 prisoners condemned
three and five
year, 119 to between one and three years, 51 to between
of roughly 200
and 37 to between five and ten years.28 Details
were
listed in a
in
in
the
district,
camp
Yimeng,
Luzhongnan
prisoners
status
social
their
sex,
names,
(chushen
age,
special chart, providing
years,

about the unification
25. "Tuxing fanren jiaoyu jigou tongyi shezhi yijian" ("Suggestions
of the labour camp structure"),
1948, SDLS, Vol. 21, pp. 517-520.
26. G4/1/299/16,
sheng renmin zhengfu guanyu banli laojiao de zhishi" ("The
"Shandong
of
issues orders related to the administration
of Shandong
government
province
people's
1949.
labour camps"),
"Binhai
27. G10/1/269/1,
tongjibiao"
jiya fanren
shijian
zhuanqu
gexian
gong'anju
in various counties of the Binhai district by the Public
("Statistics on prisoners held in custody
1949.
30 September
Security Bureau"),
huibao"
"Taishan zhuanshujiaoyusuo
28. G38/1/324/10,
("Report for
jiu yuefen gongzuo
15 December
1949.
from the education
sub-district"),
camp of the Taishan
September
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chengfen),
type of crime, length of sentence, start and end of sentence,
and special comments. Only half were KMT supporters, including spies
to between
three and five years) and heads of defence units
(sentenced
common
to
while
five
included
landlords
(two
(12
prisoners
years),
to
and
murderers
thieves
(seven
(one year). Liu
petty
years),
eight years)
as a "middle peasant":
for instance, was
classified
he had
Naigui,
was
himself
and
six
months, while
(zishang)
purposefully
given
injured
a
was
a
to
ten
thief
sentenced
landlord,
years. The
Feng Baozhen,
to between one and three years.29
of prisoners were sentenced
majority
On the other hand, a short sentence was not necessarily
indicative of a
lenient approach, as prisoners could be sent to the front-line to carry out
dangerous work. The Qinghe camp received a total of 1,290 prisoners in
in the camp at the beginning
361 were
of 1949; no
1948, of which
as
were
were
sent
to
almost
700
the
front-line
released,
instead,
prisoners
the remaining having escaped or died.30
A more detailed account of the organization
of labour camps appears
in the archives of the Jiaodong district, where 19 education camps at the
level of the sub-district
the county
(zhuanshu),
(xian) and the city
care
took
of
criminals.
of
convicted
Each
the four sub-district
(Yantai)
a
an
had
four
teachers
for
director,
(one
camps
every 200 prisoners),
an administrator,
a cook and a liaison man, as well as 24
the county level, each camp had a director, a secretary and an
the district boasting a total of 78 cadres in total to look
administrator,
after more than 2,000 inmates, excluding guards. The "cultural level" of
as very low, not a few being
cadres at the county level was described

accountant,
guards. At

illiterate and of relatively poor "political quality." All the camps used
civilian houses or old public structures such as temples and guilds. None
as the economic
had achieved economic
infrastructure
self-sufficiency,
was either inadequate or had been destroyed by Kuomintang
advances in
1947, a difficult year followed by famine caused by crop failures. In most
camps prisoners saw their rations diminish from 12 to four ounces, while
40 prisoners from several camps had lacked food for several months. The
district administration
loan, and in early 1950,
agreed to an emergency
were
to
a
ounces
a
back
of
12
ration
prisoners
day, made up mainly of
dried sweet potatoes and a few vegetables.
Their health suffered as a
of malnutrition,
and sick prisoners on short sentences were
consequence
allowed to return home as the camps had insufficient medical
facilities to
sent to the local hospital; despite
look after them. Others were
these
some
a
to
three
deaths
month.
measures,
Clothes,
camps reported up
themselves.
following
regulations, had to be provided by the prisoners
the
winter
of 1949 the central administration
During
poor
provided
prisoners without relatives with 78 old jackets, although some inmates in
29. G38/1/329/8,
"Erzhuanshu
fanren
fanren
jiaoyusuo
shang bannian
tongjibiao"
on the education
for the past half year"), 8 September
("Statistics
camp in the sub-districts
1949.
30. G42/1/249/7,
"Qinghe zhuanshu gong'anju
laojiaosuo yinian zhi gongzuo
qingkuang"
of labour during the last year in the labour camp of the Qinghe
("The conditions
sub-district"),
8 January
1949.
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the Nanhai

camp were

still without

cotton-padded

clothes

in March

1950.31
in other
the health of prisoners
and cold also undermined
Hunger
local officials
districts. In a report from the Taishan camp in Luzhongnan,
suffered from the cold winter, as their
noted that most of the prisoners
families were either too far away or too poor to send clothes; many
clothes nor shoes. Hunger was wide
inmates had neither cotton-padded
by the CCP in
spread in the camp.32 In an account of her imprisonment
1947 onwards, Marie
Ina
the Shandong
base area from September
was
a
of
who
how
of
recalls
she
1,000 prisoners
group
part
Bergeron
were dispersed
in small teams of ten to 15 in the countryside. The food
was basic, often based on slices of dough (pianpian) and a bowl of hot
to till the fields, they often used the
water. When
prisoners were made
to
fill
with
like dandelion which were
their
weeds
opportunity
pockets
in the evening, while
lucky prisoners caught frogs to supplement
their diet.33 Poor health not only inflated the death rate during periods of
famine: in the eyes of the authorities, sick prisoners hampered production
efforts. By the end of 1949, a special order was passed on disease and
death in labour camps, and advice on the treatment of the sick was
circulated in the hope of curbing death rates. In the Bohai camp alone, 31
infectious diseases also
prisoners had died in the autumn of 1949, while
eaten

spread unchecked.34
prisoners were often left
Escape was rarely a viable option. While
the
without adequate supervision during
sys
early 1940s, the emerging
to concentrate
tem of labour camps was specifically
human
designed
resources and improve surveillance.
In contrast to the early 1940s, few
or
were
The
riots
escapes
Qinghe camp, for instance, noted that
reported.
were
a
since Xue
but had ceased
escapes
initially
security problem,
an
unsuccessful
been
executed
after
had
escape attempt. With
Changhai
the arrival of prisoners of war, the camp authorities
reported that only
minor acts of "sabotage" (pohuai) had marred the discipline of the camp.
for instance, had openly defied authority by refusing to
Zhao Lanwei,
the guards pounced
of wartime mobilization:
in a movement
participate
on him, tied him up and locked him away in an isolation cell.35 In general,
from the camp guards and the local
strict rules and tight surveillance
could
made
difficult, although conditions
escapes extremely
population
one
to
31
for
another:
from
camp
example,
vary considerably
prisoners
out of 301 escaped from the Taishan camp in 1949.36 Every aspect of life
31. G31/1/729/1,
prisons"), March

"Guanyu
1950.

jiansuo

qingkuang

de baogao"

("Report

on

conditions

in

32. G38/1/324/10.
and
Ina Bergeron,
Lettres ? Yeou-Wen
33. Marie
1973), pp. 59, 75, 84,108
(Paris: Mame,
173.
fanren
"Bohai
34. G10/1/249/7,
guanyu
laojiaosuo
jianshao
xingzhengqu
gong'anju
district on the
of the Bohai
("Order from the Public
Security Bureau
tongling"
bingwang
in labour camps"),
1949.
30 November
decrease
of disease
and death of prisoners

35. G42/1/249/7.
36. G38/1/324/6,
("Yearly
tongjibiao"
15 December
1949.

fanren jiaoyusuo
zhuanshu
"Taishan
jieshou
quannian
from the labour camp of the Taishan
statistics on prisoners

ji chuli fanren
sub-district"),
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was supervised
in minute detail, including the use of the toilet at night,
when prisoners had to pass the watchtower
and announce in a loud and
clear voice "reporting to visit the latrine." Five minutes were allowed for
should be spent on defaecat
urinating, and no more than seven minutes
were
to
In
relieve
themselves during periods
only
ing.
daytime, prisoners
of rest. Punishment
awaited those who dawdled, as ten minutes
of rest
was deducted on the first infringement,
the entire noon pause the second
time, while grinding work was imposed next. Smoking and making noise
as were private conversations
were prohibited in the dormitories,
between
inmates.37

Life in the camp was dedicated primarily to labour, which was thought
to have an educative as well as an economic
function. Agricultural
work
was the principal occupation
in the Jiaodong district: the
of prisoners
and
prisoners of the Binbei camp alone reclaimed 800 mu of wasteland
In
in
wheat
1949.
uncultivated
land
rental
land,
planted
regions lacking
and substitute cultivation
(zugeng daigeng) was used instead. The Binbei
to
camp also discovered
deposits of fluorite minerals which were mined
these efforts, the famine of 1948 severely
support 300 prisoners. Despite
hindered agricultural work and the handicraft industry was pursued as an
of rope, oil, salt and bricks: in the
alternative,
including the manufacture
Beihai camp, 36 prisoners operated three grinders day and night to polish
rice

for the neighbouring
farmers, while five inmates produced baskets
and other utensils. A further ten made shoes, and one was assigned to the
manufacture
of rope. Half a dozen female
inmates operated
sowing
machines.
Prisoners could also be transferred to work on public utilities:
over 100 inmates thus contributed to the maintenance
of the river system,
while 200 were recruited to install telephone cables from Laiyang
to
The
local
that
authorities
admitted
"errors"
had
been
committed
Weifang.
in 1948-49 as prisoners were allowed to become involved in commercial
in the camp of Huangxian,
activities:
for instance, a shop was entirely
who
invested
and
the assets without proper
operated by inmates,
managed
an
was
which
terminated
after several of the
supervision,
experience
In the Tai'an camp in Luzhongnan
15
absconded.38
district,
prisoners
were
cars
a
to
in
escorted
for
two-week
salted
fish
transport
prisoners
trip
to Donghai, which made a considerable profit for a camp of just over 300
inmates. Another
16 made bean cakes, while a brick kiln and a textile
confirmed
the move
towards handicraft
away from agriculture
factory
industry.39
In the Bohai district, which covered the area along the coast north of
Jinan, the first labour camp was opened inMarch
1948, local authorities
a
a
a factory all at once
it
be
that
should
school
and
proclaiming
hospital,
in order to achieve the goal of reform through education. Organized
into
37. G10/1/255/2,
"Bohai xingshu
fanren gezhong
zhidu" ("Various
laojiaosuo
guanjiao
of prisoners
in the labour camp of the Bohai district"),
8 December
systems for the supervision
1949.
38. G31/1/729/1.
39. G38/1/324/8,
"Shi yuefen
18 October
1949.
October"),

gongzuo

zongjie

baogao"

("Summary

report on work

during
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four squadrons (zhongdui), prisoners constructed over 200 simple houses
as well as an iron chimney.40 Growing
from a mere 500 prisoners to over
units (shengchan danwei),
1,700 in 1949, the camp had 11 production
an ironwork factory, a noodle
a power plant, a carpentry,
including
a textile factory, a vermicelli
factory, a brick factory, a cement
an
a
shoes and uniforms,
factory,
factory,
embroidery
factory producing
over 77,000
and a construction
items a year. Camp
unit, contributing
authorities boasted that 154 different products were fabricated by prison
labour.41 Inmates also made pickles and wotou buns.42 The camp became
in 1949, as over 800,000 jin of coarse food
self-sufficient
economically
factory,

the total assets of the camp being valued at an
grain were produced,
2
million
of
loans and the cost of
nearly
jin. Subtracting
equivalent
a
net
the
camp
electricity,
reported
yearly profit of almost one million
43

Jin.

the productivity
of prisoners. The
Incentives were used to promote
a
of
Bohai
and
rewards
which was
had
camp
system
punishments
account
to
take
into
five
"achievements
in
items,
namely
designed
at
work"
(shengchan
chengji),
(laodong jilu),
"discipline
production"
in studies" (xuexi
in behaviour"
(xingdong jilu), "discipline
"discipline
in hygiene"
(weisheng jilu). A mark system was used
jil?) and "discipline
in which individuals achieving over 100 points were recompensed,
while
those below par were punished. The five rewards included removal of
removal of restraining
devices
(quxiao chufen),
(quxiao
punishments
or early
material
incentives
(wuzhi jiangli)
xingju), praise (biaoyang),
release (jianxing), while punishments
ranged from suspension of pauses
between work (tingzhi xiuxi), suspension of visits, a warning
(jinggao), a
demerit (jiguo), entering a hard labour team (ru yanggongdui),
the use of
and
confinement
devices
(dai xingju)
(jinbi) to in
solitary
restraining
crease of the sentence (zengxing).44 Exemplary workers could retain 5 per
as a bonus; in the Xihai camp, some
cent or more of their contribution
earn
were
to
able
500-600
yuan a month.45
prisoners
limited resources rather than legal
has underlined,
on the use of long periods of
accounted
for
restraints
provisions probably
detention.46 This is further illustrated by the use of early release, which
the problem of shortages and created an incentive for
helped circumvent
to
In the Bohai camp, for instance,
reform.
1,712 prisoners,
prisoners
a
mere
were
In its yearly
of
27
the
end
held
1949.
women,
by
including
of
Public
noted
that
566
the
Bureau
report,
prisoners had left,
Security
As

Patricia Griffin

"Bohai laojiaosuo
40. G42/1/235/5,
diyi zhongdui
jilu" ("Record of the first squadron of
the labour camp of Bohai district").
4L G34/1/500/6,
"Bohai gong'anju
1949 nian laojiaosuo
gongzuo
("Report by
baogao"
in the labour camp of Bohai district for 1949"),
of work
the Public Security Bureau
1949.
"Bohai si zhuanshu
fanren jiaoyusuo
42. G34/1/488/5,
("Statistics
shengchan
tongjibiao"
on products made by prisoners of the education
of Bohai"),
1950.
camp of the four sub-districts
43. G42/1/235/3,
"Bohai laojiaosuo
yinianlai de gongzuo
jianbao" ("Brief report on labour
in the
44.
45.
46.

Bohai
camp during the last year"), January
G10/1/255/2.
G31/1/729/1.
The Chinese
Communist
Treatment
Griffin,
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998 had been given a reward, leading to one case of release on
aged
parole and 58 reduced sentences.47 An example was Zhang Wanhe,
from poor peasant
from Ningjin
29 and originally
county. A hooligan
to serve a three-year sentence in prison for
origins, he had been convicted
was
to production
He
in
narcotics.
after
eager to contribute
dealing
a
to
had
the
labour
and
enrolled
become
camp
entering
bricklayer.
the spring gales in 1948, he had erected a 70-foot high chimney
Despite
while

to the project, which
for the electricity plant and tirelessly contributed
was finished five days ahead of schedule,
thus saving a considerable
amount of labour. Twice he obtained a reduction of sentence and had
demonstrated
reformed. Despite
through his work that he had genuinely
to
to
be
he
refused
leave
the camp and
released,
obtaining permission
as
a
to
continue
tiler.48
working
preferred
to be paramount by the prison authori
Education was also considered
ties. Regulations
in the Bohai camp determined
that two to four hours
would be spent on political
and cultural education.49 Political
readings
could take place several times a day, while group discussions
under the
in the evening.
of a guard were organized
In many cases,
supervision
to the reality of
the rhetoric of thought reform gave way
however,
survival, and most camps appear to have stressed productive
at the expense of political
activities
indoctrination. Reviewing
thought
reform in the Jiaodong district camps, Liu Zhulin noted that the educa
tional achievements
of prisoners varied greatly, as camp authorities failed
to address their diverse backgrounds.50 Another report acknowledged
that
cadres neglected
the education of inmates, as legal departments which
the camps were too busy with administrative
tasks
formally supervised
and were insufficiently
familiar with the needs of the prisoners; most
camps, moreover, were located 20 to 30 // away from these administrative

economic

archival evidence
also shows that camp leaders
centres.51 Nevertheless,
were keen to use incentives
in order to secure greater productivity
and
was
not
from
in
short,
political
prisoners. Leniency,
reliability
only a
a
but
from
tool
in
cadres
above,
policy imposed
deployed by
pragmatic
order to obtain greater motivation
from prisoners. In several cases, camp
to reduce overly harsh sentences
leaders asked permission
imposed
of
during periods
political purges. In one case, a labour camp detained
two disabled
to life for indecent
soldiers who had been sentenced
behaviour; their attitude had been appropriate since entering the camp and
it was suggested that their sentence be reduced to a set number of years.
A further nine elderly or handicapped
to
prisoners had been sentenced
long prison

terms in 1943^44,

and authorization

was

requested

to rectify

47. G34/1/500/6.
48.

Ibid.

49.

"Bohai qu laodong
G34/1/495/9,
in Bohai district"), March
1948.

zuzhi tiaoli" ("Regulations
of the labour
jiaoyusuo
camp
50. G31/1/703/41,
("Liu
'Zenyang gaijin xunyu gongzuo'"
"Jiaodong xingshu Liu Zhulin:
Zhulin
from the Jiaodong
district:
'How to improve educational
1947.
work'"),
51. G31/1/729/1.
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as thought
the original judgement,
without proper incentives.52

reform was

difficult

to implement

Conclusion
to
in the Shandong
base area in response
emerged
re
scarce
concrete
and
military
instability,
organizational
problems
sources. Prisoners were sent back to their villages
in the early 1940s to
be controlled by cadres and the "masses," a practice which was marred
Labour

camps

teams (xun
and frequent abuse. Instruction
by inadequate
supervision
concentrate
in
to
first
in
efforts
1944
and
group prisoners
yudui)
appeared
scarce resources. With the sudden growth in the number of prisoners after
into labour
Japan's surrender in 1945, these teams gradually developed
was
to
movement
where
the
camps (laojiaosuo)
production
designed
remedy the shortage of supplies by promoting economic
self-sufficiency.
to inculcate industrious habits in prisoners and
Labour was also believed
contribute to thought reform. These camps were relatively
small in size
as both economic
and relied on local facilities,
shortages and military
of more permanent
attacks during the civil war impeded the emergence
some labour camps like the one
penal structures. In early 1949, however,
more
to enhance
in Bohai
started developing
elaborate
facilities
the
as threats from the
efforts of a growing prison population,
productive
receded and vast areas came under the control of the CCP.
Kuomintang
in Manchuria
reached
By the time that news about penal experiments
labour camps were already a permanent feature of the judicial
Shandong,
a report by the end of 1949
circulated
in
Lin Biao had used Soviet
how vice-president
advisers
describing
to approve the establishment
of several labour teams in the
Manchuria
and Benxi, as existing prisons were incapable of
mines of Gongchangling
a
number of prisoners; by this time, however,
mounting
dealing with
large labour camps containing up to 2,000 prisoners each were already
in Shandong.53
well established
In contrast to the three provinces
inManchuria, moreover,
the CCP in
over
in
the
large cities in which
Shandong had little experience
taking
were
most modern
located. After communist
forces conquered
prisons
as soon
as
and Jinan, problems
Weihaiwei,
appeared
Qingdao
came
of
under communist
control. An investigation
Kuomintang
prisons
system.

Central

authorities

inWeihaiwei,
for
the prison attached to the Bureau of Public Security
instance, showed that two teams of 25 guards were all guilty in 1949 of
some being banged on the head with pipes
regularly beating prisoners,
a guard
before being locked up in an isolation cell. On one occasion,
escorting a suspect to the police bureau became so impatient that he hit
his leg with a rifle; unable to walk, the prisoner was beaten to death with
care or suitable food was provided
a hand-grenade.
to
No medical
52. G42/1/240/2

"Laojiaosuo

de gongzuo

zongjie"

("Summary

report on work

in labour

1949.
camps"),
renmin zhengfu
53. G4/1/334/9,
sifabu, "Guanyu Dongbei
gongzuo
yuzheng
Zhongyang
new experiments
in prison work
de xin changshi de jieshao de tongbao" ("Circular introducing
15 December
from the north-east"),
1949.
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prisoners, one mentally disturbed woman being allowed to hang herself in
the cell. As the inspector observed,
all the guards were soldiers accus
tomed to the rigours of warfare.54 Similar problems
appeared after the
was
a
over:
summer
in
Jinan
taken
in
the
of 1949 showed
report
prison
that it posed a security threat, as political prisoners were able to act in
collusion to make their confessions
tally and information circulated easily
from cell to cell. Several other prisons existed in the city, but all had been
taken over by schools and factories; large numbers of prisoners were sent
instead to the existing
would become official
lic later in 1949.55

a practice which
labour camps in the countryside,
with
the
foundation
of
the
policy
People's Repub

54. G40/1/109/18,
"Weihai shi gong'anju
1949 nian kanya gongzuo baogao"
("1949 report
on the guarding of detained
in the Bureau for Public Security of Weihai
suspects
city"), 1949.
55. G10/1/193/18,
yu fayuan de jianyu wenti"
("About the problems
"Guanyu gong'anju
related to the prison of the Public Security Bureau
and the local court"), 30 August
1949.
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